Your Medical Equipment & Supply Experts

We make daily life just a little easier for everyone
introducing the **new**

**SonderCare Adjustable Beds**  
Weight Capacity 500 lbs

SonderCare offers all of the technology you want in an adjustable bed with modern residential design for the perfect home care bed. SonderCare provides you with a sense of safety, comfort, and greater independence than standard adjustable beds. Includes bed frame, 10 function bed, 2 top assist rails, Ultra low and Ultra high, with pressure redistribution mattress and stretch fluid resistant cover.

**Sequoia Enhanced Adjustable Bed**  
by SonderCare  
Weight Capacity 500 lbs

- Slate Grey Upholstery Bed, featuring Stain, Moisture and Odor Resistant Crypton Fabric with Padded Head/Footboard and Sides

**Sequoia Adjustable Bed**  
by SonderCare  
Weight Capacity 500 lbs

- Espresso wood grain finish for a modern at home design

- 80” long by 39” wide with option to expand length to 84” or 88” long
- 10 functions include: Chair, auto contour, mobility assistance, & trendelenburg/reverse trendelenburg
- 2 vertically adjustable assist rails included with the option of adding 2 more
- Comfort bed deck flexes to provide comfort & pressure reduction
- Each section of bed deck can be removed for cleaning
- 4 step vertical side rails for easy rising
- Ultra low resting height helps prevent falls
- Automatic comfort seating mechanism
- Optional bamboo Quilt-top mattress upgrade
Assured Comfort Beds
Available in TWIN, FULL, QUEEN and SPLIT KING

- Hospital functionality with home comfort & style
- Fully adjustable electric bed
- Head & knee articulation
- Custom handcrafted head & footboard options
- Hi-lo option allows for multiple transfer heights
- Quiet motor with strong aluminum frame
- Optional side rails
- Custom mattress options for personalized comfort

Assured Comfort Signature Series
With a fixed foundation the Signature Series has a transfer height of 24” when using a standard 10” mattress. With the Hi-Low option it offers a transfer height range from 24” to 32”.

Assured Comfort Mobile
If the bed will be on a hard floor surface such as wood or tile and needs casters to be moved often, we recommend the Mobile Series. The Hi-Low operation offers a transfer height range from 24” to 34” when using a standard 10” mattress.

Encore by Span America
Weight Capacity 600 lbs

- Bed widens from 36” to 39” or 42”
- Hand pendant & foot-end controls
- Auto contour
- Comfort chair position
- Trendelenburg & reverse trendelenburg
- Bed extenders available to 84” length
- Optional Bed & Deck Angle Indicator

Flexabed

- Electric hi-low, head and knee adjustments
- Advantech material will not warp or break
- Foundation is 8 inches high and offers a high-density, heavy duty padded base
- Quiet motors with optional dual timed massage
- Wireless or wired controls
- Can attach to your existing headboard
- Available in Twin, Full, Queen and Dual King

Supernal 5 Adjustable Bed by Transfer Master
Weight Capacity 600 lbs

- Customize with half rails, bamboo rail covers or a headboard and/or footboard
- Fully adjustable with head & foot articulation and hi-lo
- Trendelenburg, Reverse Trendelenburg, and Chair positions
- 12” deck height for easy self transfers and height adjusts up to 24”
- Massage included at no charge with several massage settings
- Available in Twin, Full & Queen
Advanta™ 2 Bed
by Hill-Rom
Weight Capacity 500 lbs

- Provides comfort, ease of care and reliability for home care
- Intuitive controls with a wide range of positioning options
- SlideGuard® bed articulation technology with auto contour
- One-button dining chair
- Integrated scale option
- High/low & head/knee articulation
- Trendelenburg & reverse trendelenburg

CareAssist® Med Surg Bed
by Hill-Rom
Weight Capacity 500 lbs

- Therapeutic device that acts as a seamless extension of the health care team
- Continuous Lateral Rotation Therapy
- Percussion & Vibration Therapy
- Weight based pressure redistribution in any bed position
- Advanced Microclimate Management technology with turn assist
- FullChair and chair egress with stand assist
- StayInPlace technology accommodates the elongation of the user as they sit up

Progressa Bed System
by Hill-Rom
Weight Capacity 500 lbs

- Combination of function, aesthetics, and durability
- Auto Contour allows for ease of positioning and less sliding down in bed
- Available in 2 & 4 siderail configurations or assist bar
- Lockout controls allow you to disable functions on the hand control
- Head of bed angle indicator shows the head angle of the bed with respect to the floor
- Vascular foot lift

The Duo Mattress System
Don’t let the need for a therapy mattress prevent you from sharing a bed with the ones you love. Receive hospital grade therapy while enjoying the comforts of a Full, Queen or King bed exclusively from Adaptive Specialties.

The Duo - Queen
(60” x 80” or 84”)
Also available in Full or King

Resident® LTC Bed
by Hill-Rom
Weight Capacity 400 lbs

- Provides comfort, ease of care and reliability for home care
- Intuitive controls with a wide range of positioning options
- SlideGuard® bed articulation technology with auto contour
- One-button dining chair
- Integrated scale option
- High/low & head/knee articulation
- Trendelenburg & reverse trendelenburg

* Freedom wood head & footboard available for CareAssist
SleepSafe Beds
Available in TWIN, FULL and QUEEN
Weight Capacity 350 lbs
- Designed for safety and durability
- Choose from fixed, head & knee articulation, or hi/lo frames
- Customize each bed from a selection of finishes and custom options
- Clear windows incorporated into the safety rails, easy to see in & out
- Patented Sleepsafe Bed design addresses entrapment issues, even with mattress compression
- Enhance self-esteem with the inviting & safe environment

Beds By George
Available in TWIN and FULL
Weight Capacity 350 lbs
- Clinical features when basic safety is not enough
- All solid wood for greater longevity and lower chemical impact
- Available in the standard single door or hi side dual door
- 3 clinical panel choices in the door design
- Ventilation slats

Dolphin Fluid Immersion Simulation
Mattress System by Joerns
Weight Capacity 1,000 lbs
- Provides the correct amount of air density to simulate fluid immersion
- Continuous analysis & adjustment
- Automatically detects and auto-corrects the surface based on user weight & movement
- Optimal surface for stage III & IV pressure ulcers

Synergy Air Elite by Hill-Rom
Available in Bariatric & Turn
Weight Capacity 600 lbs
- Low air loss therapy keeps the skin cool & dry
- Alternating pressure provides pressure redistribution for the prevention & treatment of pressure ulcers
- Individual air cushions have adjustable pressure to suit any & all comfort needs
- Waterproof & vapor permeable ticking
- Max inflate provides uniform firmness

Geo-Matt Overlay by Span America
Weight Capacity 250 lbs
Available in Pediatric, Hospital, Full, Queen & King Size
- More than 800 individually responsive foam cells
- Zoned design delivers the ideal support needed at the head, torso, and lower extremities
- Minimizes the effects of pressure & shearing
- “Ring-of-Air” helps channel heat away to minimize perspiration build-up
- Available with vinyl/nylon or sheep skin cover
300 & 310 Wound Surface by Hill-Rom

- Alternating pressure & low air loss
- Adjustable therapy cycles & comfort settings support comfort in a wide therapeutic range
- Audible & visual power failure alarms plus a sub mattress remains inflated for eight hours in case of power outages
- 310 available with nano Ag+ Technology, anti-microbial protection reduces odor-causing bacteria

300 Available in 80” x 35.4”
310 Available in 80” or 84” x 35.4”
Weight Capacity 350 lbs

PressureGuard Easy Air by Span America

- Low-air-loss Therapy with Alternating Pressure Mattress
- Simple comfort/weight settings & lockout
- Separate Comfort and Air Flow controls allow adjustability for comfort without effecting moisture removal
- Does not deflate during power outage
- Unique Geo-Matt design creating an anti-shearing surface with 800 individually responsive cells

Available in 80” or 84” x 35, 39”, 42”, 48” or 53”
Available in Bariatric or with Lateral Rotation
Weight Capacity 1,000 lbs

Sleep Number

The Sleep Number bed provides individualized comfort that cushions and contours to your body for pressure relieving comfort, ideal firmness & support.

Available in Twin, Full, Queen, King and Split King

AccuMax Quantum VPC Surface by Hill-Rom

- Non-powered embedded air bladders provide advanced pressure redistribution
- Controlled Release valve technology automatically adjusts during patient movement
- Patented Heel Pillow designed to reduce pressure
- Viscoelastic foam topper designed to increase comfort & lower pressure
- Option to add blower to convert to a power mattress.

Available in 75” or 80” or 84” x 35.5”
Weight Capacity 500 lbs

PressureGuard CFT by Span America

- As user shifts positions, reservoirs absorb displaced air to accommodate load & equalize pressure
- Proven for both prevention and healing of any stage pressure ulcer
- No controls to adjust or reliance on power source
- PressureGuard design provides stability, safety & anti-shearing
- Generates no noise or heat & uses no electricity

Available in Hospital, Twin, Full, Queen and Split King
Weight Capacity 500 lbs

Glissando Foam Mattress by Invacare

- Features two layers of foam, creating a “gliding layer”
- Castellated foam layer helps reduce pressure
- Bottom layer stays with the bed, while the top castellated layer moves with patient, greatly reducing friction & shear
- Water-resistant 2-way stretch polyurethane cover

Available in 80” or 84” x 36”, 39” or 42”
Weight Capacity 500 lbs
AS Home Accessibility

Let us make Your Home accessible for you!

Our services go above and beyond our clients’ expectations. AS Home Mods provides personalized evaluations from our certified home mod experts. Our team provides solutions to make your home accessible, safe and comfortable. We are a single point of contact for home modifications.

Stair Lifts
Ceiling Lifts
ADA Compliance
Pools & Pool Lifts
Medical Supplies

Elevators
Ramps (interior & exterior)
Kitchen Design
Flooring
Maintenance Programs

Bathroom Design
Doorway Widening
Barrier Free Showers
DME Equipment
And MORE .......

We support your project from start to finish!

We do it all!

Home Elevators
by Savaria & Stiltz

• Convenience, accessibility & independence
• Gearless traction technology provides a whisper quiet ride that glides smoothly from start to finish
• Does not require a separate machine room & takes less space in the home
• Quick & Easy installation

Stair Lifts
by Harmar & Bruno

• Innovative engineering & design
• Straight or Curved rails
• Slimmer, sleeker design
• Ergonomic seating & premium upholstery
• Every custom built stair lift is as unique as its owner
• Enjoy your home on every level
**Vertical Platform Lifts**
by Harmar, Bruno & Savaria

- Safe & smooth solution for porches, staircases, decks & other elevations
- Suitable for use indoors and out
- Use for scooters or wheelchairs
- Access up to 14-feet

**Incline Platform Lifts**
by Harmar & Savaria

- Provides confidence & freedom to go up & down your stairs
- No major load-bearing wall modifications needed
- Folding platform allows easy access to stairs when lift is not used
- Battery powered allowing it to operate through a power failure
- Access multiple levels, curves or intermediate landings

**Fixed & Portable Ceiling Lift Motors**
- Liko
- Savaria
- Prism
- Human Care

**Baths, Showers & Accessories**
- Barrier free showers
- Hand rails
- Transfer benches
- Hand held showers
- Grab bars

**Access Ramps**
- Portable
- Door Threshold
- Permanent
- Semi-Permanent
- Modular
- Vehicle
Viking Mobile Lift
by Liko
Lifting Capacity 450 - 660 lbs
Available in M, L & XL
• Lightweight aluminum is very easy to maneuver
• Used for transferring to the toilet & between bed & wheelchair
• Also lifts from the floor
• Optional scale available

Hoyer Advance-E Portable Patient Lift
by Joerns
Lifting Capacity 340 lbs
• Lightweight and compact
• Folds up easily without tools making it great for travel
• Reduces back strain with the ergonomic handle grips
• Increased patient leg clearance with the reverse-mounted actuator
• Includes leg guards and caster bumpers
• 6-point cradle offers maximum sling options

Lumex Patient Hydraulic Lift
by Graham Field
Lifting Capacity 400 lbs
• Heavy-gauge steel construction
• 6-point spreader bar with 360 degree rotation
• Use with 4 or 2-point slings
• Base is manually adjusted
• Emergency stop
• Hand pendant and pendant hook

FL180 Patient Lift
by Human Care
Lifting Capacity 397 lbs
• Can be used in all types of lifting situations
• Able to lift from the floor
• Easy to maneuver and transport, store & set up
• Base can be adjusted electrically or manually
• Mechanical or electrical emergency lowering

FreeSpan Straight Rail Lift System
by Liko
Lifting Capacity 550 lbs
• No structural requirements
• Can be assembled and dissembled without tools
• Choice of Multirall or Likorall lift motor units.
• Eight different rail lengths available from 5 to 16 feet

sling bars
• We have sling bars to fit all lifting needs
• Styles from 2 point to 8 point
New!

**Sara Flex Sit to Stand**  
by Arjohuntleigh  
Lifting Capacity 440 lbs  
- Soft & flexible silicone leg support for added comfort  
- Flexible silicone leg straps fit a wide range of body types  
- Small and light design  
- Low footplate provides a natural sit-to-stand movement  
- Comfortable easy to grip patient handle  
- Optional scale

**Sabina II Mobile Electric**  
**Portable Sit-To-Stand**  
by Liko  
Lifting Capacity 440 lbs  
- Exchangeable sling bars accommodate a wide range of needs  
- Adjustable height levels  
- Removable foot & knee pads allows it to be used as a traditional lift  
- Removable footrest  
- Sit to Sit functionality available with optional Highback sling  
- Height & depth adjustable and removable lower leg support

**Mobi Pro Flexi**  
by Human Care  
Lifting Capacity 330 lbs  
- Ideal for users with limited mobility & leg strength who need assistance standing, walking or repositioning  
- Offers support while standing  
- Rotating padded seat and knee supports  
- Footrest is firm and solid to allow user to pull themselves into a standing position  
- Legs easily adjust to accommodate a wheelchair or commode  
- Dual wheel 3” casters with rear brake

**Raiser Mobile Patient Lift**  
by Molift  
Lifting Capacity 350 lbs  
- Easily adjustable leg support  
- Wheel locks will lock both wheels simultaneously to ensure safe braking  
- Non-slip footplate features a fine grain finish  
- Unique handle offers different grip possibilities  
- Low boarding, step on height platform

**Mobility Carrier**  
by TriLift  
Lifting Capacity 450 lbs  
- For both scooters & powerchairs  
- Can be used on any car with Class II & III Hitch  
- Small size & weight help to minimize interference with the vehicle’s operation  
- Compatible with all scooters on the market  
- Quick & easy disassembly for convenient storage

**Universal Power Chair Lift**  
by Hammar  
Lifting Capacity 350 lbs  
- Carries virtually all power chairs  
- Built to last for years of trouble-free use  
- 4-Self-tensioning, Q’Straint retractors  
- Manual back-up  
- License plate mount  
- Swing-Away option available

---

**batteries & chargers**

- Portable Patient Lifts  
- Power Wheelchairs  
- Ceiling Lift Motors  
- Scooters  
- Pool Lifts
**Triton Pool and Spa Lift**
by Discover My Mobility
Lifting Capacity 400 lbs

- Stainless steel and galvanized steel frame for no rust
- Works on concrete base or wood
- Use with in-ground or above ground pool or spa
- Battery charge will provide up to 100 lifts
- Easy to install
- Manual rotation to easily position the sling

**Portable Pro Pool Lift**
by Aquacreek
Lifting Capacity 350 lbs

- Completely portable pool, no anchors needed
- Compact frame easily maneuvers around the pool
- Stainless steel construction with durable powder coat finish
- Armrests flip-up for easy transfers
- Includes adjustable footrests and a lap belt
- Unique wheeled transport cart has counter weights
- Includes rechargeable battery with wall mount charger

**Power EZ 2 Pool Lift**
by Aquacreek
Lifting Capacity 400 lbs

The Power EZ 2 Pool Lift offers an affordable and comfortable battery powered lift solution. It is easily portable for storage and relocation to another dock or pool area. Also works great as a dock to boat access lift!

**Adaptive Specialties’ sling assortment** will provide you with the right support for your everyday needs. From transferring, bathing, toileting, standing to gait training. We have the right slings for every shape and size.

**EvoSling & Rgo Sling**
by Molift

- Hygiene
- Low Back
- Medium Back
- High Back
- Padded
- Amputee
- Ambulating Vest
- Standup
- Walking
- Net or Polyester

**Liko Slings**
Over 40 Styles Available

- Original HighBack
- Original Soft HighBack
- ComfortSling Plus
- ComfortSling Plus High
- SafetyVest Lift Aid
- SupportVest Lift Aid
- HygieneVest
- HygieneSling
- MasterVest
- RepoSheet
- Amputee Sling
- Padded

**and more slings from**

- Hoyer
- Invacare
- Drive Medical
- Graham Field
- Prism
- ArjoHuntleigh
- Savaria
- Human Care
Self-Propelled Shower Chair Commode
by Nuprodx
Weight Capacity 300 lbs
- 20” rear wheels and 5” front casters with over-sized hand rims
- 17” x 17” seat with hand-wrapped Naugahyde cushion
- Fits over most standard and taller ADA compliant toilets
- Can roll over barrier-free showers
- Aircraft-grade metals won’t rust or corrode

Padded Raised Toilet Chair
by Eagle Health
Weight Capacity 300 lbs
- Can be used as a commode, raised toilet seat, & shower chair
- Ergonomically designed padded seat is moisture resistant
- Lightweight aluminum construction
- Rust-proof frame
- Height adjustable

Clean Height Adjustable Shower Chair
by Etac
Weight Capacity 300 lbs
- Perfect fit over most wall mount toilets
- Large range of foot & calf supports
- Base is height adjustable up to 23”
- Comes standard with four lockable casters
- Easy to clean

Roll-In Buddy Solo
by Shower Buddy
Weight Capacity 300 lbs
- Self propelled shower chair w/ large rear wheels
- Removable, lockable & flip-back arms
- Removable, height adjustable & swing-away footrest
- Height adjustable
- 4 inch locking casters
- Standard front opening cushion
- Stainless steel hardware and parts

Ergo VIP Tilt in Space Shower Chair
by Aquatec
Weight Capacity 330 lbs
- Tile motion shifts center of gravity without the use of a gas cylinder
- Smooth tilt in downward or forward motion
- Backrest tilt range is -5 degrees to 40 degrees
- Pressure technology helps reduce pressure
- Small footprint to easily maneuver in tight spaces
- Stainless steel construction
- Height adjustable seat, headrest, armrests, and footrests

AT600 Shower Chair
by Raz
Weight Capacity 600 lbs
- Weight Assist Spring System
- Adjustable Footrests
- Molded Seat with 25 degree tilt range
- Tilt Assist Pedal
- Pelvic Alignment System

Padded Raised Toilet Chair
by Nuprodx
Weight Capacity 300 lbs
- Can be used as a commode, raised toilet seat, & shower chair
- Ergonomically designed padded seat is moisture resistant
- Lightweight aluminum construction
- Rust-proof frame
- Height adjustable

Clean Height Adjustable Shower Chair
by Etac
Weight Capacity 300 lbs
- Perfect fit over most wall mount toilets
- Large range of foot & calf supports
- Base is height adjustable up to 23”
- Comes standard with four lockable casters
- Easy to clean

Roll-In Buddy Solo
by Shower Buddy
Weight Capacity 300 lbs
- Self propelled shower chair w/ large rear wheels
- Removable, lockable & flip-back arms
- Removable, height adjustable & swing-away footrest
- Height adjustable
- 4 inch locking casters
- Standard front opening cushion
- Stainless steel hardware and parts

Ergo VIP Tilt in Space Shower Chair
by Aquatec
Weight Capacity 330 lbs
- Tile motion shifts center of gravity without the use of a gas cylinder
- Smooth tilt in downward or forward motion
- Backrest tilt range is -5 degrees to 40 degrees
- Pressure technology helps reduce pressure
- Small footprint to easily maneuver in tight spaces
- Stainless steel construction
- Height adjustable seat, headrest, armrests, and footrests

AT600 Shower Chair
by Raz
Weight Capacity 600 lbs
- Weight Assist Spring System
- Adjustable Footrests
- Molded Seat with 25 degree tilt range
- Tilt Assist Pedal
- Pelvic Alignment System
Hygiene and Toileting System
by Rifton
Weight Capacity 250 lbs - for Adults & Children

• Perfect fit for any situation on, over, or off the toilet & also a great shower chair
• Adjustable seat depth and angle offers easier Sit-To-Stand lifting & transfers
• Removable armrests allow for easy lateral transfers
• Allows for easy changes in height, depth & angle
• Butterfly harness supplies extra security for the user

Blue Wave Shower Chair System
by Rifton
Weight Capacity 160 lbs

• Provides a stable, cushioned & quick-drying seat for bathing
• The seat & back angle adjust easily, even when occupied
• Shower Stand turns the bath chair into a mobile shower chair
• Optional Tub Stand is at the approximate wheelchair level for easy transfers

Bellavita Auto Bath Seat Lift
by Drive Medical
Weight Capacity 300 lbs

• The lightest & lowest bathlift on the market
• Seat height reaches 18.8”
• The backrest reclines to a market leading 50 degrees
• Water tight hand control floats
• Back easily folds down for space-saving storage
• Hygienic cutaway & slimline profile for easy handling

Concerto Trolley
by ArjoHuntleigh
Weight Capacity 330 lbs

• Height-adjustable shower trolley
• Hydraulic or electric options
• Sturdy stretcher with gentle slope for water run-off
• Automatic leveling when lowered against a bed
• Tilt table sideways for optimum cleaning and drying
• Stretcher has hinged side supports & double safety latches
• Soft mattress with recessed drain & run-off
• Head pillow & drain plug
• Brakes on all 4 castors

PVC Tilt-in-Space Shower Chair Commode
by MJM
Weight Capacity 250 lbs

• Deluxe elongated soft seat enhances comfort
• 7 positions to accommodate all your needs
• Dual drop arms secured with safety straps
• Elevated leg extension
• Anti-slip hand grips

Mobi Shower Trolley
by Smirthwaite
Weight Capacity 485 lbs

• Padded changing surface is easy to clean & disinfect
• Drainage hole
• Elevated or lowered electrically with the touch of a button
• Side rails are collapsible for ease of transfers
• High clearance allows for a variety of hoists
Janibell Advanced Waste Disposal Systems

- Great for Adult & Children's Diapers
- Hands-free foot petal operation
- Tightly closing lid that locks in trash and seals in odors
- Fully enclosed continuous liner system that eliminates bag overhang
- Biodegradable bags are flexible, tear-resistant & strong enough to hold trash or linens
- Constructed of strong, non-porous ABS resin
- Available in 4, 10, 11, 13 & 17 gallon

Drop-Arm Transport Chair Commode by Nova
Weight Capacity 250 lbs

- Easily fits over existing commode
- Removable swing-away footrests make patient transfers quick and easy
- Padded seat fits over commode converting it to transport chair
- 7 qt Bucket and Lid come standard
- Casters are locking for ease of transfer

Mobi Changing Table by Smirthwaite
Weight Capacity 500 lbs

- Slimline design allows for easy maneuvers from room to room
- Electrically operated & can be elevated with the touch of a button
- Clearance ensures enough space for a variety of hoists
- Two sizes and either a powder coated finish or a stainless steel
- Red padded changing surface is easy to clean and disinfect
- Great for transfers from wheelchairs, toilets or toileting chair

medical supplies

If you need it, we will find it for you!

- Washable & Disposable bed pads
- Diapers, briefs & liners
- Wipes & Washcloths
- Wound Care
- Feeding pumps & G-Tubes
- Gloves
- Catheters
- Nutrition
- Oral swabs
- and much more!

Ask us about our Supply Replenishment Programs

Folding Wall Therapy Platform
Weight Capacity 1,000 lbs

- Fold-away design saves floor space
- 2"High-density urethane foam top
- Sturdy, floor-supported wall mounting plate for added strength
- 8" from wall when folded
- Upholstery: Choice of 9 Pro-Form Vinyl Colors

Dual Lift Powermatic Mat Platforms
Weight Capacity 600 lbs

- Power height adjustment from 19” - 28”
- Two direct drives for unsurpassed power
- Tear resistant, seamless nylon-reinforced vinyl upholstered top with 2” High-Density foam
- Hands-Free foot control

New!
Prime Plus by Drive Medical
Available in 80”, 84”, or 88” x 39”, 42”, 48” or 54”
Weight Capacity 1,000 lbs
- Head & knee adjustment, foot ratchet, hi-low, and cardiac chair
- Trendelenburg & Reverse Trendelenburg functionality
- Bed Raises from 19” deck to floor to 32” high working height
- Scale option installs onto the bed frame

PressureGuard APM Bariatric Mattress by Span-America
Weight Capacity 750 lbs
- Foam topper is a high density, medical grade foam
- Safety Edge Bolster that adds to patient stability in sitting & lying down
- Alternating pressure therapy
- Eight electronically-controlled comfort settings, programmable cycle times, and low pressure indicator with audible alarm

Lumex Easy Lift Patient Lifting System by Graham Field
Weight Capacity 600 lbs
- Heavy-gauge steel with powder coating
- 6-point spreader bar with 360 degree rotation
- Foot pedal base opening is hands free
- Large grip handles make moving easy

Heavy Duty Trapeze Bar by Drive Medical
Weight Capacity 650 lbs
- Designed to assist larger individuals in changing positions while in bed and aid in transferring in and out of bed
- Easy to assemble tool free design
- Lightweight design for easy delivery
- Chain is adjustable from edge of headboard to the end of boom by sliding to desired position

FreeSpan UltraTwin Lift System by Liko
Lifting Capacity 1,100 lbs
- Does not affix to any wall or ceiling
- Lifts, transfers and also helps position the user
- Can be assembled and dissembled without tools
- Available in a traverse version for extended room coverage

Wheeled Tilt-in-Space Shower Chair by Nuprodx
Weight Capacity 400 lbs
- Heavy-gauge steel with powder coating
- 6-point spreader bar with 360 degree rotation
- Foot pedal base opening is hands free
- Large grip handles make moving easy

New! Lumex Easy Lift Patient Lifting System by Graham Field
Weight Capacity 600 lbs
- Heavy-gauge steel with powder coating
- 6-point spreader bar with 360 degree rotation
- Foot pedal base opening is hands free
- Large grip handles make moving easy

New! FreeSpan UltraTwin Lift System by Liko
Lifting Capacity 1,100 lbs
- Does not affix to any wall or ceiling
- Lifts, transfers and also helps position the user
- Can be assembled and dissembled without tools
- Available in a traverse version for extended room coverage

New! Heavy Duty Trapeze Bar by Drive Medical
Weight Capacity 650 lbs
- Designed to assist larger individuals in changing positions while in bed and aid in transferring in and out of bed
- Easy to assemble tool free design
- Lightweight design for easy delivery
- Chain is adjustable from edge of headboard to the end of boom by sliding to desired position

New! PressureGuard APM Bariatric Mattress by Span-America
Weight Capacity 750 lbs
- Foam topper is a high density, medical grade foam
- Safety Edge Bolster that adds to patient stability in sitting & lying down
- Alternating pressure therapy
- Eight electronically-controlled comfort settings, programmable cycle times, and low pressure indicator with audible alarm

New! Light Duty Trapeze Bar by Drive Medical
Weight Capacity 650 lbs
- Designed to assist larger individuals in changing positions while in bed and aid in transferring in and out of bed
- Easy to assemble tool free design
- Lightweight design for easy delivery
- Chain is adjustable from edge of headboard to the end of boom by sliding to desired position

New! Lumex Easy Lift Patient Lifting System by Graham Field
Weight Capacity 600 lbs
- Heavy-gauge steel with powder coating
- 6-point spreader bar with 360 degree rotation
- Foot pedal base opening is hands free
- Large grip handles make moving easy

New! FreeSpan UltraTwin Lift System by Liko
Lifting Capacity 1,100 lbs
- Does not affix to any wall or ceiling
- Lifts, transfers and also helps position the user
- Can be assembled and dissembled without tools
- Available in a traverse version for extended room coverage

New! Heavy Duty Trapeze Bar by Drive Medical
Weight Capacity 650 lbs
- Designed to assist larger individuals in changing positions while in bed and aid in transferring in and out of bed
- Easy to assemble tool free design
- Lightweight design for easy delivery
- Chain is adjustable from edge of headboard to the end of boom by sliding to desired position

New! PressureGuard APM Bariatric Mattress by Span-America
Weight Capacity 750 lbs
- Foam topper is a high density, medical grade foam
- Safety Edge Bolster that adds to patient stability in sitting & lying down
- Alternating pressure therapy
- Eight electronically-controlled comfort settings, programmable cycle times, and low pressure indicator with audible alarm
Bariatric Shower Chair
by Eagle Health
Weight Capacity 500 lbs
- Molded plastic seat and back includes a textured finish
- Aluminum is high strength and rust-proof
- Tool free assembly

Mighty Mack Heavy Duty Rolling Walker
by Nova
Weight Capacity 500 lbs
- 8" wheels allow for indoor and outdoor use over multiple surfaces
- Molded seat with removable rubber pad and flip up back rest
- Comes standard with removable front wire basket
- Easy to fold when not in use for transportation purposes

Zion Heavy Duty Manual Wheelchair
by Merits
Weight Capacity 600 lbs
- Reinforced frame with double cross braces
- Multiple seat widths available to suit your individual needs
- Detachable desk arms
- Swing-away footrests with large aluminum footplates
- 24" Rear wheels

Trident HD Heavy Duty Power Chair
by Merits
Weight Capacity 600 lbs
- Semi-Reclining captain seat with adjustable headrest is height & depth adjustable
- Armrests are padded, adjustable and removable
- Flip-up footplate is height, depth and angle adjustable
- Large, front-anti-tip wheels feature with suspension
- Easy free-wheel operation

Upholstered Mat Platforms
Weight Capacity 1,000 lbs
- 6 legs for increased strength and stability
- 2" High-Density urethane foam
- Upholstered in seamless heavy duty, tear-resistant nylon-reinforced vinyl
- High pressure laminate finish on all exterior surfaces
- 18" height is convenient for therapist and wheelchair accessible for patient
- Natural Oak or Gray laminate

scale options
- Bed
- Wheelchair
- Patient Lift
- Wireless
- Chair
- Single or Dual Ramp
### Excursion Tandem
**by Freedom Concept**  
**Weight Capacity 250 lbs**  
(combined user weight)

The Excursion Tandem allows a parent or friend to propel the tricycle, with the option to turn the front pedals on or off. This allows the front rider to participate or relax while the rear rider pedals.

### Exciterator XLT Handcycle
**by Top End**  
**Weight Capacity 250 lbs**

- Great for a beginner to the competitive cyclist
- Excellent way to exercise, cross-train or enjoy the view
- Riders will love the options to build a perfect racing machine

### Horizon Stander
**by Leckey**

- Combination of prone, upright & supine positioning
- Individually adjustable chest, hip and knee supports & footplates
- Innovative design facilitates easy & safe transfer of users
- Covers available in four color options

### Tricycle
**by Rifton**  
**Weight Capacity 250 lbs**

- Designed to build strength & coordination
- Helps with lower extremity strength & balancing skills
- Reciprocal leg motion patterning
- Enhances visual and spatial perception for steering
- Increases social interactions with friends & neighbors

### Discovery Series Tricycle
**by Freedom Concepts**  
**Weight Capacity 125 lbs**

- Customizable tricycle that allows for growth
- All adjustable parts are quick release
- Direct drive encourages reciprocal motion
- Adjustable to accommodate spastic or different leg lengths
- Handlebars are independently adjusted

### Adaptive Swing Seat
**by JennSwing**  
**Weight Capacity 150 lbs**

- Fully adjustable safety harness that securely locks the child into place
- Semi-reclined design offers better upper & lower body support
- Arm rest provides lateral support

### Wheelchair Platform Swing
**by Sportsplay**  
**Weight Capacity 700 lbs**

- Platform accommodates the entire wheelchair eliminating transfers
- Folding ramp is on a hinge & secures in closed position
- Accommodates motorized chairs
- Pull chain allows the user to propel themselves
**NEW ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY**

Toys, devices or equipment can expand communications & skills

**Switches & Adapted Toys**
by Ablenet

- Adorable, soft plush options
- Interactive play with easy push switch activation
- Synchronized movements
- For use with Ablenet Switches

**AquaTreadmill & Elliptical**
by Aqua Creek

- Wheels prevent marks on the floor
- Resistance is adjustable
- Compatible with all water types & pool finishes
- Constructed of marine grade stainless steel
- Recommended use with 3’-5’ pool depths

**GoTalk 20+ Speech Generating Device**
by Attainment Company

- Record & store messages for daily activities, conversation & more
- Capacity for 5 levels, up to 100 messages, over 15 minutes record time
- Personalize each level with pictures and recordings
- 20 programmable buttons
- 5 core buttons can be used for popular words or phrases

---

**Helmets**
by Danmar

- Full Coverage
- Soft Shell
- Hard Shell with Faceguard

**Swim Aids**
by Danmar

- Stabilizer Bar
- Head Float
- Dolphin Float System
- Comfort Mat

- Constructed from Ensolite marine flotation foam
- Do not sink or absorb water, even if cut or punctured
- Each piece is triple coated with durable vinyl finish
- Bright colors make them highly visible in the water
EXPANDED WHEELCHAIR & SCOOTER SELECTION
ATP’s, OT’s & PT’s available to assist with evaluations and measurements

Nimbo Posterior Walker
by Inspired by Drive
Weight Capacity 250 lbs
• Folding frame for easy storage and transportation
• Swivel lock for front casters
• Option to set rear wheels to forward rolling only
• Aluminum height adjustable frame
• Available with or without seat

Ergonomic 305 Wheelchair
by Karman
Weight Capacity 250 lbs
• Weighs only 29 lbs
• With wheels and footrest removed this chair weighs 22 lbs
• Ergonomic S-frame for greater comfort and pressure reduction
• Quick release axles and flip-back, height adjustable armrest
• Available in pearl silver or rose red frame colors

Comet Lightweight Transport Wheelchair
by Nova
Weight Capacity 400 lbs
• Flat-free rear wheels provide a more comfortable rid
• Hand brakes provide optimum safety and control
• Lightweight aluminum frame makes loading easier
• Available in Heavy Duty

Quickie 7
by Sunrise Medical
Weight Capacity 265 lbs
• Frog leg caster fork shock absorbers
• Adjustable angle footplate
• J3 Position back with micro-climate control
• ROHO Skin Protection & Positioning Seat Cushion
• Schwalbe Marathon Plus Evolution

Catalyst 5 Ultralight Folding Manual Wheelchair
by Ki Mobility
Weight Capacity 300 lbs
• Ultra-lightweight aluminum weighing only 20.8 lbs
• Universal Axle Plate adjusts seat-to-floor heights in 1/2” increments
• Dual interlocking cross braces
• Multiple hanger release options to further optimize chair

Tracer SX5
by Invacare
Weight Capacity 300 lbs
• 24” Composite Wheels with Urethane Tires
• Composite Handrims
• Padded Armrests in desk length & full length options
• Wheel Locks
• 20” & 22” seat widths available

New! 36

client favorite

great value
Yoga Folding Scooter
by Merits
Weight Capacity 500 lbs
• Lightweight alloy aluminum frame
• Compact when folded for easy travel
• Height and angle adjustable tiller
• Great for indoor or outdoor use
• Excellent stability and sharp turns

Pursuit PMV
by Pride Mobility
Weight Capacity 400 lbs
• Front and rear suspension
• Includes turn signals and headlight
• Large 13" low profile solid tires
• Top Speed 8 mph
• Drive Range 14 miles

Victory 10
by Pride Mobility
Weight Capacity 400 lbs
• LED pathway light
• Feather touch disassembly
• 10" solid tires and
• Charge range of up to 16 miles and
• Maximum speed up to 5.3 mph

Buzzaround
by Golden Technologies
Weight Capacity 375 lbs
• Least expensive scooter with Delta tiller
• Rear suspension offers smooth rides
• Captain-style height-adjustable seat
• Available in 3 or 4 wheels & Heavy Duty

Go-Go Elite Traveller
by Pride Mobility
Weight Capacity 300 lbs
• Easily maneuver in tight spaces
• Provides stable outdoor performance
• One-hand feather-touch disassembly
• Convenient transport and storage
• Available in 3 or 4 wheels

EW 52
by EWheels
Weight Capacity 300 lbs
• Remote key fob with anti-theft alarm
• Stereo System with FM radio
• Digital dashboard
• Foot brake
• Twist throttle for variable speed control
• Full suspension

Victory 10
by Pride Mobility
Weight Capacity 400 lbs
• LED pathway light
• Feather touch disassembly
• 10" solid tires and
• Charge range of up to 16 miles and
• Maximum speed up to 5.3 mph

Buzzaround
by Golden Technologies
Weight Capacity 375 lbs
• Least expensive scooter with Delta tiller
• Rear suspension offers smooth rides
• Captain-style height-adjustable seat
• Available in 3 or 4 wheels & Heavy Duty

Go-Go Elite Traveller
by Pride Mobility
Weight Capacity 300 lbs
• Easily maneuver in tight spaces
• Provides stable outdoor performance
• One-hand feather-touch disassembly
• Convenient transport and storage
• Available in 3 or 4 wheels

EW 52
by EWheels
Weight Capacity 300 lbs
• Remote key fob with anti-theft alarm
• Stereo System with FM radio
• Digital dashboard
• Foot brake
• Twist throttle for variable speed control
• Full suspension

Victory 10
by Pride Mobility
Weight Capacity 400 lbs
• LED pathway light
• Feather touch disassembly
• 10" solid tires and
• Charge range of up to 16 miles and
• Maximum speed up to 5.3 mph

Buzzaround
by Golden Technologies
Weight Capacity 375 lbs
• Least expensive scooter with Delta tiller
• Rear suspension offers smooth rides
• Captain-style height-adjustable seat
• Available in 3 or 4 wheels & Heavy Duty

Go-Go Elite Traveller
by Pride Mobility
Weight Capacity 300 lbs
• Easily maneuver in tight spaces
• Provides stable outdoor performance
• One-hand feather-touch disassembly
• Convenient transport and storage
• Available in 3 or 4 wheels

EW 52
by EWheels
Weight Capacity 300 lbs
• Remote key fob with anti-theft alarm
• Stereo System with FM radio
• Digital dashboard
• Foot brake
• Twist throttle for variable speed control
• Full suspension
Jazzy Elite ES
by Pride Mobility
Weight Capacity 300 lbs
• Only 23” wide, great for doorways and tight spaces
• Simple design for easy serviceability
• In-line, front wheel drive for stability & maneuverability
• Battery Charge Distance 8.95 miles

M5 Corpus
by Permobil
Weight Capacity 300 lbs
• Ergonomic design that follows the contours of the body
• FlexLink Suspension for advanced vibration reduction
• 7.5 mph motor package & superior torque
• Elevator maintains full suspension at any seating position
• ActiveReach technology enables up to 20 degree forward tilt

Q6 Edge HD
by Quantum
Weight Capacity 450 lbs
• Offers Bluetooth access to computer, tablet and phone
• Mid-Wheel 6 Design, & ATX Suspension
• Low impact OMNI-Casters
• Optional LED fender lights
• Optional crash-test approved occupied transit kit option

Go-Chair
by Pride Mobility
Weight Capacity 300 lbs
• Improved agility & stability while reducing turning radius
• Height & width adjustable armrests
• Two storage compartments beneath seat
• Available in 10 vibrant colors

X8 Extreme All Terrain Rehab Wheelchair
by Innovation in Motion
Weight Capacity 400 lbs
• Enjoy your favorite off road activities
• Drive through low water, snow, slopes, sand & climbing obstacles
• Fully customizable to make this the right chair for you

Action Trackstander Falcon
by Action Trackchair
Weight Capacity 350 lbs
• Only all-terrain tracked wheelchair cleared for sale by the FDA
• Only all-terrain wheelchair on the market with the ability to bring the user into the standing position
• Can be driven while standing or sitting
• Dozens of color combinations & accessories to choose from
• Four different sizes

wheelchair cushions & backs
- ROHO
- Varilite
- Span-America
- Jay
- Invacare
- Stealth
New!

**Barton Convertible Chair**
by HumanCare
Weight Capacity 250 lbs
- Easily converts from a stretcher to an upright mobile chair in seconds
- Provides safe transfer to & from bed
- Limitless number of positions
- Single caregiver transfers made simple
- Tilt-in-Space capability allows for increased blood circulation

**Activity Chair**
by Rifton
Weight Capacity 250 lbs
- Perfect for feeding, speech therapy and active learning
- Tool free adjustments, while client is in the Rifton Activity Chair
- Wide range of optional accessories available to create an adaptive chair providing customized active seating for your client
- Perfect for school, home, or rehabilitation

**Corner Chairs**
by Kaye
Weight Capacity 65 lbs
- For users who need support of the head, trunk, and pelvis
- Assists in developing an upright sitting posture and aligns the head & trunk
- The chair has a firm, padded insert that converts the V-shaped back into a three-sided winged back
- The removable insert provides support for the spine and gives the child better spinal extension

**Lay Flat Recliner**
by Art of Care
Weight Capacity 500 lbs
- Easy-to-use mechanism moves user into the flat sleeping position
- 23.5-inch seat width accommodates bariatric patients
- Over 1,800 fabrics and eight finishes
- Optional retractable arm and tray table available

**VivaLift! Infinity Collection**
by Pride Mobility
Weight Capacity 375 lbs
- Power headrest to lift head, neck and shoulders
- Power lumbar for personalized ergonomic comfort
- Lithium Battery Back-up is an industry first
- Soft-touch hand control with USB charger lets you charge your smart device while relaxing
- Footrest extension provides additional support
- True-Infinite recliner with countless position combinations

**MaxiComfort Cloud with Twilight**
by Golden Technologies
Weight Capacity 375 lbs
- Float in Zero Gravity relaxation
- Innovative design cradles you with Twilight positioning
- A whole new experience in seating comfort
Deluxe Floor Sitter
by Tumble Forms 2
Weight Capacity 200 lbs
- Deluxe Floor Sitter includes the Floor Sitter Wedge and Feeder Seat Positioner
- The Wedge facilitates an upright or a reclined position
- A Velcro hook & loop system holds the seat secure, allowing for the seat to adjusted with ease

Seat2Go Back Support
by Wenzelite
Weight Capacity 75 lbs
- 95 degree seat to back angle
- Double strap trunk support and belt
- Two sets of straps secure to any chair
- Can be used as an insert for a single or double stroller

P Pod Postural Support System
by Inspired by Drive
- Lightweight and easy to move
- Includes flip up head rest and lap belt
- Fun and interesting design with great colors
- Quilted stretch velour covers
- Covers easily removed for cleaning
- Bean bag allows change of position yet maintains support

Therapy Benches
by Kaye Products
Weight Capacity 180
Kaye Product’s benches are a great way to help achieve comfortable seating. The Kaye Folding & Tilting Therapy Benches are adjustable, tilting & fold for easy storage.

The Hippocampe
All-Terrain Chair
Weight Capacity 286 lbs
- All-terrain and ideal for beach, sand, hiking, snow and trails
- Thick hydrophobic foam absorbs water and dries quickly
- Collapsible for easy transportation
- Lightweight at only 37.5 pounds

Smart 150
by Molift
Lifting Capacity 330 lbs
- The perfect folding portable lift for every day transfers & easy travel
- Excellent lifting range makes lifting from the floor simple
- Extremely easy to maneuver at only 55 lbs
- Safely stow with Hard Sided Case

GO-Anywhere Commode Shower Chair
by GO! Mobility Solutions
Weight Capacity 330 lbs
- Most versatile commode shower wheelchair anywhere
- Maximum width of just 23.5”
- Height adjusts to accommodate varying bed heights
- Extend front legs & shortening rear legs for tilted back

EXPANDED TRAVEL ASSORTMENT
Portable and collapsible products to make traveling a little easier

GO-Anywhere Commode Shower Chair
by GO! Mobility Solutions
Weight Capacity 330 lbs
- Most versatile commode shower wheelchair anywhere
- Maximum width of just 23.5”
- Height adjusts to accommodate varying bed heights
- Extend front legs & shortening rear legs for tilted back
SmartKnit Socks
by Knit-Rite
Features stretchy Core-Spun and Lycra yarns & feature a form-fitting design that hugs feet resulting in a seam-free, wrinkle-free sock providing protection and comfort.

Kids’ Seamless Compresso-T
by Knit-Rite
With breathable material, seamless torso, and soft edging, the Compresso-T offers superior comfort in a compression garment. And now with a super fun Super Hero design!

Orthosis
by SPIO
SPIO uses a high quality, lightweight, wick-able and breathable fabric. The unique SPIO fabric has high rebound and strong neutral memory that assists the wearer in returning their body to mid-line. Custom-made SPIO products are available by request.

Braces & Shoe Inserts
by Cascade Dafo
Fast Fit devices are high quality shoe inserts made from precision molds. They provide stabilization and support for a wide range of control levels in low-tone pronation and feature very well-defined plantar surface contours. Available for both children and adults.

Orthotic Garment Systems
by TheraTogs
Garment and strapping systems are designed to improve outcomes for physical rehabilitation. Replicating manual sensorimotor training techniques with a garment system allows the wearer to engage in routine activities. Providing a versatile approach to address a wide range of mobility, sensory input, & stability issues.

more weighted blankets
• Offers a sense of security & stillness
• Custom Colors & Patterns
• Various Weights & Sizes
• Numerous bead materials available
EIO Push Chair
by Special Tomato
Weight Capacity 90 lbs
- Lightweight push chair only 22 lbs
- Padded head pillow, seat and back laterals
- Canopy and Shopping Basket
- Recline available through angle adjustable back rest
- 5-Point Comfort Wrap harness with chest strap and shoulder pads
- Folds compactly for transport

Swifty² Pediatric Wheelchair
by Thomashilfen
Weight Capacity 110 lbs
- Considered a great chair for a taller child
- Folding height adjustable footrest
- Back is adjustable with a convenient lever
- Seat cover is soft and breathable and is washable

Pixi Positioning Chair
by Performance Health
Weight Capacity 110 lbs
- Removable front riggings with fixed angled footplate, flip-up armrests
- Wheel lock is single foot activated
- Front riggings are 90 degree angles
- Seating can easily be removed from base for easy folding

Flyer Pediatric Tilt-In-Space Wheelchair Stroller
by Convaid
Weight Capacity 170 lbs
- Removable front riggings, angled footplate & flip-up armrests
- Wheel lock is single foot activated
- Front riggings are 90 degree angles
- Seating can easily be removed from base for easy folding

Swifty Pediatric Wheelchair
by Thomashilfen
Weight Capacity 110 lbs
- Considered a great chair for a taller child
- Folding height adjustable footrest
- Back is adjustable with a convenient lever
- Seat cover is soft and breathable and is washable

Adult & Pediatric Trotter Mobility Stroller
by Drive Medical
Weight Capacity 250 lbs
- Folding frame with closure strap
- Adjustable seat depth and back angle 80 to 95 degrees
- Curb-Assist lever helps with curbside navigating
- Crash tested for transit

tRide Pediatric Wheelchair
by Thomashilfen
Weight Capacity 110 lbs
- Q Chassis is a hi-low indoor base, feeder & therapy frame
- T Chassis is great for outdoor use with folding frame, locking castors, & bus tie-down
- Tilt adjustable by pedal controlled spring
- Seat/Back recline up to 140 degrees
- Allows for plenty of growth

Adult & Pediatric Cruiser
by Convaid
Weight Capacity 250 lbs
- Folds like an umbrella stroller
- An array of positioning options
- Built in seating system increases sitting tolerance
- Removable & washable Cordura or Textilene upholstery
- Adjustable seat depth extends chair life for growing child

Lightning Stroller SE
by Stealth
Weight Capacity 150 lbs
- Lightweight aluminum only 28lbs
- Extremely rugged construction
- Crash tested
- Adjustable seat back, depth & footrest height
- Three sizes: 11", 14" and 16"
IPS Car Seat
by Inspired by Drive
Weight Capacity 130 lbs

- Comfortable seating with memory foam back support and seat
- Independently adjust height and head wings padding
- Comfortable and washable faux suede in 5 fun colors
- Grows with your child with the optional seat depth extender
- Includes a head support, 5-point harness, crotch strap pad, lateral positioning pads & dual-hook tether strap

Soft Touch Booster Car Seat
by Special Tomato
Weight Capacity 130 lbs

- Ideal for older children with mild to moderate physical involvement
- Promotes an upright and seated position
- Includes a LATCH strap, Multi-positioning trunk and pelvic harness
- Use your vehicle’s shoulder and lap belt for safety
- Convert the booster seat to a seating system

Carrot 3 Booster Seat
by Convaid
Weight Capacity 165 lbs

- Extensive growth capabilities allows the Carrot to grow with your child
- Built-in adjustable headrest
- Latch Equipped
- Free Angle Recline at any position 90-180 degrees

ADAPTIVE CLOTHING
Don’t give up style for comfort with hassle free dressing

- Easy dressing for caregivers
- Close in back
- Washable
- Men, women & children
- Quality fabrics provide stretch & comfort

client
favorite
• Medical Equipment & Supply Experts
• Home Modifications & Support
• 100,000+ Products for Your Unique Needs

• Nationwide Network of Technicians & Installers
• Evaluations available by ATPs, OTPs or PTs
• Maintenance Program
• Preferred Pricing

• Knowledgeable
• Comprehensive
• Invested in You
• Responsive